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know You ars st &gt; nome! =
nr 7 tan, and certain’

assumituous ¢” me +* ~vmect an answer from you, bu’ rne can

only try. I ew writing to you because of your great knowledge

of cybernetics, snd because of this, I believe you can be of

great helg to me if you will. I am in the process of writing

a research payer on The Leterminents of Consciousness snd Iden-

tity in the lumen Being (or whet, in yrilosoghical terms mig:t

be called the groblems of the self), and I would deeply -

ciate hearing your views on these two problems in light of

vhat you know about cybernetics. Do you feel that you sre any

closer to understanding uhst it is that one refers to when one

speaks of "I" or "me". zs a result of your work in cybernetics?

Lo you think that consciousness is the activity of some portion

f the brain, or gerhaps = product of this? Irom what von

know, does the thing celled conscicusness exist only when cor=

tain activities are going on in a brain znd cezse to er?”

shen these activities stop? In other words, what do you think

consciousness ie znd what couses it? Lo you think there å 

Jefinite answer to this question as of yet, and if not. €

you feel thet furtiier knowledge of human cybernetics ww”

Toduce en answer to this? LIven if you only Love tentative

conclusions about whet congcicusness is snd what 1% ° * vTroducecd

, I would be very interested in knowing 17 -

real: « thet lie asking of these Que more or less

aseumes &amp; rather materialistice, mechanical attitude toward
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sssum.* “fons woul re ot vsiue to me,

vhethner t. vour attitude  ?

Lie second problem I would like your o:zinion about is

that of ;~resonal identity, which is mucii more e usive, and

ls claimed by scme to be an illusion. It seems tl only wey

to think of tris toc has any meening is in the sukiestive,

introspective menner. sc iT vou will tuink o” you:

this groblen, it m‘ Mae M. suEestions more mesninsf 7

you wentec to preserve your consciousness, nct just any con-

sciousness, what would be the minimum that would have to be

kert alive of the body you now Lave? Would it be just the

orain, or only a certain part of it” I know this seem. €

se the same as the questions on the first page, but 1 do be-

lieve there is another question here--that of the identity

of separate consciousnesses. In inanimate objects, if the

&gt;bject remains the same, unchanged, over  period of time.

 say it is the same object at both times. but in the human

being it seems that nothing stays the same thrcughiout life,

since cells err elwevs being rervlsced, etc. If there is

nothing in the determinants of consciousness that stey the

same throughout life, w. et then are the determinsnts of the

perticuler self or consciousness? Cr does it have to be an

unchanging some thing(se)® Could it be thst only th. contin-

aousness of the ,crticulesr consciousness is what determines

its identity? If continuity is all thet is needed to preserve

this identity, then could conscicusness be zltered as radi-

11 os desired without destroying the individucl's feeling



of cel
x stence? For instance, mossible t-

hook up electronic circuits to tre circuit: f

of the brain, snå gredizlly increcse their number, with a cor-

responding increcse in mental ability, could one transfer this

conscicusness to the electronic circuits, sssuming they could

do everything the human brain does? ‘Lis brings up thie (ues-

tion of whether any brsin that msn builds thet is aware of

its environment can have a consciousness like that of mn”

Maybe all these are only mesningless questions, that is, with-

out referents. I would enjoy your opinion about *”*-

I know thst I have not stated these questi ns as clearly

as they might have been, but I hore you will be abl~ to under.
AT

stand what I was getting,in spite of my inadecuscire

certainly will epireciaste deeply all of your ideas about these

juestions, es they are very important questions to me verson-

ally as well se being pertinent to my „. I know, ss I said

before that you must be a vo~ buss &gt; mjon but I &lt;&gt;

eternally grater”._ if you coul © send me ust the briefest

comments before next Tuesdsy. If s- soon å vel r * &gt; incon-

venient, I would still aroreciste hesrir

leisure. Thank - + sn very mull. 7 7 tience.
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MEDICAL COLLEGE OF VIRGINIA
MEDICINE DENTISTRY PHARMACY NURSING

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

December 1, 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
Mass, Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass,

Dear Professor Wiener:

We are now entering the third year of an interesting and vigorous program
of informal education here at the Medical College of Virginia, ‘his program is
made possible by a grant from the 01d Dominion Foundation and is designed to
bring to our students the stimulus of special visits from scholars of national
and internaticnal distinction. Our plan has been to invite these visitors to
come to Richmond and lead an informal discussion with our students and also if

possible to present a special lecture of a more formal character to the faculty
and students of the College, The Medical College of Virginia as a modern medical
center comprises schools of medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, nursing and graduate
studies as well as related training programs. As our informal education program
has worked in the past, we have invited as our guests primarily those who are not
directly concerned in the medical field but have preferred to ask leaders in other
areas of science, philosophy, politics, theology and the arts.

Please consider this letter a cordial invitation to you to come to the
Medical College of Virginia as a lecturer in this series. We hope you can arrange
å visit some time between January 1 and May 15, 1961. We would appreciate your
speaking to us on some aspect of "Machines and Men",

We are in a position to defray the costs of your travel and other expenses
and also to offer an honorarium. Your visit would be arranged for a single day
and we would plan an informal dinner party in your honor at which student leaders
and some of our faculty would have an opportunity of meeting you.

If you are able to join us (as I very much hope you can) please let me know
what date would suit you, what subject you would like to speak to us on and
whether you would be willing to present one formal address as well as lead an
informal student discussion. Also please indicate the amount of the honorarium
that you would consider suitable.

Cordi.

 » Al

‘our

Ebbe Curtis Hoff, Ph.D., M.D,
Dean
School of Graduate Studies
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December 1, 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
163 Via Manzoni
Naples, Italy

Dear Professor Wiener:

It was very good to hear from you. Your entire trip seems
very interesting and I know that you and Margaret are enjoying
it very much. I was also very much pleased that the scientific
arrangements in Naples are. faverable. The work which you
described in your letter is mest interesting and I will be
looking forward to hearing more about it.

As you indicated in your letter, the spring semester here ,
begins Monday, February 6. Your first class would be scheduled
fer Wednesday, February 8. If you find that you are not able
to pe here for that first meeting of the class we will of course
be Å å to make temporary arrangements to handle that. For
special reasons we want you and Margaret to keep open the night
of Saturday, February 11.

I think that you plan of alternating the fall and spring
terms is an excellent one. It would work out fine from our
point of view and I can see that it gives you some longer
periods for the work you want to do away from M.I.T.

Everything seems to be going well in the Department this
year. We are enjoying very much having Irving Segal with us.
We have not yet made any new appointments for next year but -
hope to make at least one or two.

Lucy joins me in sending our best regards to you and
Margaret. We look forward to seeing you when you return.
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vith best personal regards.

Very å yours,
W. T. Martin

WTM/bas
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Prof. W. T. Martin

Math. Dept., M.I.T.

Cambridge 39, Mass.
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The Technology Press

et
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS

December 2, 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
163 Via Manzoni
Naples, Italy

Dear Professor Wiener:

I enclose the galley proof for all of the old part
of Cybernetics. I am sending you this proof just for your
information. I expect that Tobey Raisbeck and Miss Boyd will
do the real proof reading, but if your eye happens to fall on
any errors we should be glad to hear about then.

I hope to have some word about the supplementary
chapters that you have prepared for this second edition soon.

It will not be necessary for you to make any
corrections in Extrapolation, Interpolation and Smoothing of
Stationary TimecSeries. We have reprinted it without change.

Very truly yours,

Lypsuerd Brod
Lynwood Bryant
Director
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SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT

SSTABLISHED UNDER A GRANT FROM

THE ALFRED P. SLOAN FOUNDATION, INC.

50 MEMORIAL DRIVE

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS

December 2, 1960
Professor Norbert Wiener
163 Via Manzoni

Naples, Italy

Dear Professor Wiener:

I am enclosing the preliminary calendar of a lecture
series which the School of Industrial Management 1s sponsoring
next spring to mark the MIT Centennial. The theme of the series

is "Management and the Computer of the Future". Enclosed also
Ls a memo to authors which mentions the roles in each session

rf the discussants and chairman.

In planning for the lecture series, we have hoped from
the start that you would agree to serve as a discussant for one

of the sessions. We would be very pleased to have you participate
in whichever session you wished. We tend to think that the
7. P. Snow session might be most appropriate, but leave the
Final judoment to you.

Please accept our apologies for disturbing your European
trip with this matter. It is simply that we are very eager to
nave you participate in our series, and we are forced by schedul-
ing requirements to make our arrangements well in advance.

Sincerely yours,

WIT
Martin Greenberger
Lecture Series Chairmar

MG: cb
epencls.
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Massachusetts Institute of Technolog
School of Industrial Management
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; RTPS CALENDAR

{November =~ tminars*minary)

March © 7771

8 % ©March 1°

Talks begin at @ 7 ‚  tra day indicated

Alan J. Perlis
Professor of Mathematics and
Director of Commutation Center
Carnegie Institute of Technology

"Automatic Programming,
and Education”.

Information Retrieval.

Jay W. Forrester
Professor of Industrial Management
MIT, School of Industrial Monagement

Menagerisl Decision Making as a Feedback System"

March 22-23 Herbert A. Simon
Professor of Administration
Carnegie Institute of Technology

"Computer Simulation of Human Thinking and
Problem Solving”

 ” reACY Ea John G. Kemeny
Chairman of the Department of Mathematics and Astronomy
Dartmouth College

"The Use of Computers for Making
Readily Available for Research”

Scientific Information

Sir Charles Percy Snow
Author
London. Enz

WE id 3 &gt;

Ms? Ge

4} am ta $ a"Solentists and Decision Makinz"

George W. Brom
Director of Western Data
UCLA, Graduate School of

Processing Center
Business Administration

"Description of Complex Processes and Commuter
Procrammine



 15.17 Nicholas C. Metropolis
Director of the Institute of Computer Research
Enrico Fermi Institute for Nuclear Studies
University of Chicago

"Trends in Computer Desirn"

Mayr 222.25
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November 25, 1940.

Memo to:

Subje

Authnors

“ Lecture Series

Enclosed is a preliminary calendar for the Centennial Lecture Series.
A list of discussants and session chairmen will be sent to you early in 1961

Fach session is scheduled to commence at 8 P.M. on the day indicated.
The format of a typical session is as follows:

+
i

-

«

=

A

ps
=

4»

Intredretory remarks by session chairman.

Aut" - a

Prens &gt; comme’ å oy discussants.

Author

Coen discussi«

You will notice that certain talks have not yet been assigned to a definite
date. These assignments are being postponed to provide us with some scheduling
PiexidDilitv.

As you know, papers will be published together with bibliography, discussion,
end unifying commentary in en edited volume et the conclusion of the series.
Technical material supporting a paper can be included in the volume as an appendix
to a paper, even though it is not presented in your talk. To assist us in pre-
paring the volume we would greatly appreciate any worthwhile thoughts, nctes,
and references which you may have relating to our overall theme in general, as
well as to your topic in particular. We request thet the conpleted paper be
submitted several weeks before presentation to allow your discussants time LO
prepare their comments.

Please let me hear from vou if you have any questions on the calendar or

other matters.

Martin Greenberger
Tectuvre Series Chairman

Enclosure



THE NEW YORK TIMES, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 28, 1960.

Excerpts From Snow’s Speech to American Scientists
— * ft may be—sicentists who

i ‘are better men than I am

 po are SECTS [TOM often take this attitude, and
Neutrality of Science,” by Sir I have tried to represent it
Dharles P. Snow, prepared for faithfully in one of my books
delivery before the American —that this is a moral price
Association for the Advance- which, in certain circum-
ment of Science in New York Stances, has to be paid. Never-
jesterday: theless, it is no good pretend-

The discovery of atomic fis- 1g that there is not a moral
sion broke up the world of ice. Soldiers have to obey.
international physics. “This That is the foundation of
has killed a beautiful sub- heir morality. It is not the
ject,” said Mark Oliphant, the ~0undation of the scientific
father-figure of Australian norality. Scientists have 
physics, in 1945, after the gestion and if necessary to
2ombs had dropped, In intel- as :
lectual terms, he has not I don't want to be hist.
turned out right. In spiritual lerstood.  am no riene
ånd moral terms, I sometimes am not suggesting a
Mink he has. oyalty is not a prime virtue.

A good deal of the interna- am not saying that all rebel-
tonal community of science 07 5 8004. But I amt Sys
remains in other fields—in nat loya y ve få that con
great areas of biology, for ex- nto conformi    10 
ample. Many biologists are ormity can often   
feeling the same liberation or the timid and sen.
the same joy at taking part 30 can obedience, carried to
in a magnanimous enterprise, he non you think of the long
as physicists felt in the Twen- 1 hist f man
des. More than likely, the rou Sill find far more, and
shipof Sciencewilpassto25Morehideouserimes,have; ; bar ly een commi n the na

 oeHanåteRe— £ obedienoe than have ever
erfords, Boh &gt; een committed in the name
r ords, Bohrs and Francks of f rebellion. If you doubt that,
: Sp ext generation. : ead William Shirer's “Rise
_ Physicists have had a bit- ng Fall og the Third Reich.”
erer task, With the discovery ‘he German officer corps
of fissjon, Joa with sometech-  vere brought up in the most

I breakthroughs in elec-  igorous code of obedience, To
tronics, physicists became, al- nemselves, no more honor-
most overnight, the most im- ible and God-fearing body of
portant military resource a men could conceivably exist.
nation-state could call on. A °

:arge number of physicists be- Yet in the name of obedience
came soldiers not in uniform. hey were party to, and ae-
So they have remained, in the sisted in, the most wicked
advanced societies, ever since. | @rge-scale actions in the his-

It is very difficult to see | -Ory of the world.
what else they could have Scientists must not go that
done, All this began in the | Way. Yet the duty to question
Hitler war. Most scientists snot much of a support when
thought then that nazism was vou are living in the middle
as near absolute evil asahu-  f an organized society. I
man society can manage. I speak with feeling here. I was
myself thought so.Istillthinkin official for twenty years.
so, without qualification, That - Went into official life at the
seing so, nazism had to be … ’eginning of the war, for the
fought, and since the Nazis easons my scientific friends
might make fission bombs—  'égan to make weapons. I
which we thought possible tayed in that life until a year
until 1944, and which was a tgo, for the same reason that
continual nightmare if one nade my scientific friends
was remotely in the know— urn into civilian soldiers. The
well then, we had to make fficial life in England is not
them too. Unless one was an [ so disciplined as a sol-
unlimited pacifist, there was | lier’s, but it is very nearly so.
nothing else to do. And un- Losing Power to Say ‘No’
limited pacifism ig a position ; ;
which most of us cannot sus- I think I know the virtues,
cain. vhich are very great, of the

. nen who live that disciplined
Moral Difference Seen ife. I also know what for me

Therefore I respect, and to vas the moral trap. I, too,
1 large extent share, the "lad got on to an escalator.
moral attitudes of those sci- - can put the result in a
entists who devoted them- sentence: I was coming to
selves to making the bomb. lide behind the institution, I
But the trouble is, when you vas losing the power to say
get on to any kind of moral No.”
escalator, to know whether Only a very bold man, when
you're ever going to be able le is a member of an organ-
to get off. When scientists 26d society, can keep the
secame soldiers they gave up ‘ower to say ‘no.’ I tell you
something, so imperceptibly hat, not being a very bold
that they didn’t realize it, of Nan, or one who finds it con-
the full scientific life, Not in- genial to stand alone, away
tellectually, I see no evidence from his colleagues. We can't
that scientific work on weap-  2Xpect many scientists to
ons of maximum destruction do it.
has been in any intellectual Is there any tougher ground
respect different from other for them to stand on? I sug-
scientific work. But there is
à moral difference.

secure. I am not going to con- ‘orm it within the span of
ea] from you that this course ! now living. I mean, we
nvolves certain risks, They save all the resources to helo
ire quite obvious, and no 1alf the world live as long as
10nest man is going to blink we do, and eat enough. All
hem. ‘hat is missing is the will. We
 That is the “either.” The know that. Just as we know
‘’ 15 mot a risk but a cer- that you in this country. and
ainty. It is this, There is no 'o a slightly less extent we in
igreement on tests. The nu- yurs, have been almost unim-
Jlear arms race between the 1ginably lucky. (We are sit-
J, S. A. and the U. S. S. R. ing like people in a smart
rot only continues, but accel- ind cozy restaurant, and we
rates Other countries join in. wre eating comfortably, look-
Within, at the most, six years, ng out of the window into the
shina and several other treets. Down on the pave-
tates have a stock of nu- nent are people who are look-
lear bombs. Within, at the ng up at us: people who by
nost, ten years, some of these :hance have different colored
sombs are going off. skins from ours, and are

I am saying this 45 re"  -ather hungry. Do you wonder
sponsibly as I can. That is that they don't like us all that
‘he certainty. On the one side, much? Do you wonder that

herefore, we have a finite we sometimes feel ashamed of
isk. On the other side We  Jurselves, as we look out
 a certainty of disaster. hrough that plate glass?
3etween a risk and a cer- Well, it is within our power

ain a sane man does not get started on that prob-
esitate. ;

  aut of seien: OT gn 
ists to explain this either- auman species does solve that
x”. It is a duty which seems „ne, there will be consequences
‘0 me to come from the moral which are themselves prob-
jature of the scientific ac- ms. For instance, the .
ivity itself. ation of the world will be-

Can Transform World come embarrassingly large.
The same duty, though in a But that is another challenge.

much more pleasant form, There are going to be chal-
rises about the benevolent enges to our intelligence and
sowers of science. For scien- 0 our moral nature as long as
ists know, and again with nap man man. After all,
he certainty of scientific i challenge is not, as the word
mowledge, that we possess s comingtobeused,anex-
wery scientific fact we need i for slinking off and doing
‘0 transform the physical life  ring. A challenge is somes
of half the world. And trans- | ing to be picked up.

Charles Percy Snow

SIE CHARLES PERCYSNOW is a large, bald
Tnglishman whose flinty
viewpoints have struck many
sparks in hig London clubs,
‘he Athenaeum and the Sa-
rile. They struck some sparks
resterday, too, when he told
American scientists that
vithin a decade some atomic

bombs would have
Man been exploded

through “accident,
in the or folly or mad-
News ness.” Sir Charles

speaks with au-
thority on such matters, He
moves with equal facility in
:he worlds of science, litera-
“ure and government. Through
1is writings he has portrayed
‘he struggles, triumphs and
jisasters of those worlds to
an increasingly large number
nf persons.

A series of eight novels en-
jtied “Strangers and Broth-
2rs”—there are three more to
some—haveestablishedSir
“harles as perhaps the most
tuccessful interpreter of those
:hree worlds now writing in
Britain or America. He writes
under the name — P Snow.

„ALL Se
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December 2, 1960

Mr. Norbert Wiener
53 Cedar Road
Belmont, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Wiener:

The Student Union of the University of Virginia is planning
to sponsor a symposium on recent developments in the arts and
sciences on the lst, 2nd, and 3rd of March, 1961. 1It is hoped
that several distinguished writers and scholars will be able to
come to the University for the three-day period to give one
public address on a subject of their choice and to meet with
students in less formal groups. It would give us great pleasure
to have vou participate in this program.

Office Telephone
22166-Ext. 3286

The areas to be covered by the symposium are architecture,
medicine, science and history. Naturally these will be narrowed
a great deal according to the speaker's specialty.

The honorarium would be $500 with transportation provided to
and from Charlottesville. The Student Union and other student
organizations who are sponsoring the symposium will also provide
for expenses during the three-day stay here.

If your calendar is open, we would like to correspond with
you further. We hope very much that it will be convenient for
you to visit the University of Virginia.

Sincerely yours,

Prwefes Deum ÅJ Å Peas Leva L
&gt;

Douglas Deane Hall
Chairman, Symposium Committee

©
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UNIVERSITETET I OSLO

INSTITUTT FOR GENERELL OG

EKSPERIMENTELL PATOLOGI
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{fan å
Wz | (VA |

= X /

OSLO, 2,1 2. 7 960.
RIKSHOSPITALET

Professor Norbert Wiener,
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Dear orof. Wiener

Thank You so much for the wonderful days in Naples this summer,
vhere I had the pleasure of meeting Your wife and You and listen
“0 Your presentations at the Symposium of Cybernetic Medicin.

By separate cover I have today send You the manuscrint of my
presentation in Naples. As far as I remember, I spoke on the first
days afternoons when You were so tired and did not attend the
neeting.

I would be very glad if it is possible for You to read the paper
and give me Your opinion of the working plan mentioned there. I am
engaged in work now to get money for a cybernetic analysis of my
sxperimental results: the building up of a mathematical model of the
functional conditions in epidermis, the interplay between cell
renewal and cell loss and the use of a computer machine to produce
hypothethical growth curves with this machine and after that
lo an experimental test of this curves.
It is a little difficult in Norway to get money for analyses like

shisy because cybernetics is very little known among medical doctors
in Norway and they do not understand the problem and the possibilities
secause they do not understand the underlaying philosophy.

Certainly it would be a veryvaluable contribution to my application
for this money if You think it iss possible for You to declare that
in Your opinion this type of work may be fruitful, that You have seen
nv plans and rive it Your recomendations.

Remembering Your excellent way of speaking Danish, I would like tc
and this letter by saying: Jeg onsker Deres Hustru og Dem en riktig
rod og velsignet jul og et godt nytt år. Hiper det en sang skal bli
muli, slik vi talte om i Neapel, &amp; se Dem i Oslo.

Hjertelig hilsen
. Deres |

Pede Jeg
 1! Tanden

y
Vell ur
Olav Hilmar Ivers.

a
10€

"LAAn

glemmer aldri Deres karakteristikk av italienske cirarer:
selv kunne ikke rvre dem 2 
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E. Deco 60

3, rue d'Aubeterre

Montpellier

Dear Professor Wiener,
when I visited MIT last August i learned that you

were to be in Naoles this semester. I am visiting professor in Montpellier

for this year, which I find very congenial in every sense. As you

probably know, Kahane is here and there are mathematical visitors

almost every week, Izumi, a Fourier series man, is here for a couple

of months from Hokkaido. I am hoping that it will be possible for you

to visit in Montpellier for a while before you leave this part of the

world. It would certainly give great pleasure to the mathematicians

here to make your acquaintance, and to have a discussion, especially

as your kind of mathematics isconsiderably cultivated here.

Now I am planning to come down to Napoli

over the holidays and would be very pleased to see you during that

time if it will be possible. Could you please drop me a line if you

will be free at some time between 24Dec and 3 Jan ?

I apologize for the brevity of this letter,

which is due to pressure to complete the redaction of a paper

With warmest regards to you and to Mrs Wiener,

oO

Pa
|

Edwin J. Akutowicz



December 5, 1960

Mr. Arthur B. Krim
American Committee for the
Weizmann Institute of Science

515 Park Avenue
New York 22, New York

Dear Mr. Krim:

This 1s in reply to your letter of
November 28 addressed to Dr. Wiener. I
am sorry that Dr. Wiener will not be able
to accept your invitation to the Weizmann
Institute Celebration on Tuesday, December 13
as he is in Europe until the first of
February.

Thank you for your invitation. I am
forwarding it to him.

Sincerely yours,

Betty Ann
“^

Sargent
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Pr - STIQUES D ROYAUHONT

Saint-Germain, Paris

eu,
L décembre 1960

\
å

N

S

D

N
N

)
X

y

à

Mansion) Prnfesseur

Nous pensons que vous n'avez pss dû recevoir notre
lettre du ?5 novembre adressér “’TInstitut de Physique de Naples.

Elle avait pour objet 16 prochsin colloque philosophique
de Royaumont dont le th:me sera : "Le concept d'in’ormation dans

la science contemporaine,

Il paraît difficile de tenir une réunion sur ce sujet sans
être assuré yotre présence. Deux dates sont actuellement proposées
5 - 10 juill 1, 7 - ll septembre 1951. Mk. WAHL, président du
comit® organisateur, me charge de vous demander celle de ces deux
dates oui vous conviendrait le mieux.

Vous nous rendriez grand service en nous donnant votre

réponse dès que possible. Nous pourrions sinsi la transmettre au
Noni té lors de sa nrochaine réun/on.

Veuillez agréer, Monsieur 17 Professenr l'expression de
1otre resnectniense considération.

 LY
mi

&lt;
\
i

Chambost (Mlle)
‘pcrétsire,

. le Professeur N VTT"
Institute of Technalo-
Devt of ¥athematier

MDN 7CAMBRIDGE 39 (Mass *
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

RESEARCH LABORATORY OF ELECTRONICS

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.

’ A

part
rad”

x

Room 20B-721

December 9, 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
c/o Professor Cajaniello
University of Naples
167 Via Manzoai
Naples, Italy

Dear Professor Wiener:

LT have put off writing to you, wanting to be able

Lo send results with my next letter, but I now realize that

1t will be at least a few weeks before I have further informa-

tion. The reason for this is the pressure of my courses,

which somehow got ahead of me during the first few weeks of

 term.

I am honored by your offer to take me on for a

thesis this spring. I am a senlor in my last semester and

am applying for admission to the math department as a gradu-

ate student for the spring term. However, my cum is only

about 3.6, and I might not be admitted. I would like to ask

you to please write me a recommendation.

If 1 am admitted for the spring term, one idea T

could perhaps pursue for a thesis, if you think it worthwhile,

1s the generalized harmonic analysis of f*(t)=f(t)exp(-1w(t)t),

where in our present work f(t) would be the brain wave recora-

ing and w(t) would be a slowly varying function corresponding

;o the secular variation in the alvha-rythm. If there is a

secular variation in the alpha-ryvthm which manifests itself



in a period as short as our sampling periods, I believe

something of this sort would be necessary. Tom Weiss has

told me that there have been some generalization of your

kork to nonstationary processes, but I haven't yet had time

to see whether this f*(t) has been studied.

Tom Weiss and Charlie Molnar have determined to

help in a renewed effort to once and for all answer your

questions about the brainwave, Professor Rosenblith has

indicated that if 1 am admitted to the math department for

the spring term, I would be able to get a research assistance-

ship with the CBL. Another development is that Professor

Rosenblith has agreed that the autocorrelation should be done

digitally, and Tom Weiss has agreed to undertake the programming

involved. The very swift TX-2 at Lincoln Lab will be used.

This will eliminate a great source of uncertainty. It will

also allow us to analyze an f*(t), if this should prove

advisable,

As for the short term objective of finding answers

for the brain wave chapter of Cybernetics, I regret that I

have not been able to find sufficient time during the last

few weeks. Miss Boyd and Frofessor Bryant are upset about the

printer's deadline which I have told them I don't think I can

meet, and they would like you to write them about what vou

wish to do.

I am only Just now taking the first term Physics

na jor's junior quantum course, but it is my ambition to learn

Juantum thoroughly. I hope to combine this with my study and



research in mathematics.

4 project which I hope to initiate if I am here

next term 1s a seminar or forum on the problems of armaments.

I believe Harvard and MIT could profitably combine forces in

this study.

pince I wrote the above, a few days ago, I have met

with Professor Rosenblith and Doctor Barlow. Professor

Rosenblith will write to you, but Tuesday he asked me to

write to you first re the item you asked me to find out about.

I shall quote him. "The UNESCO thing is not forgotten;on the

contrary!” I believe I have the punctuation correct.

Professor FRosenblith also told me that if I am not

admitted to the math department, he would try to get me a

job with the Division of Sponsered Research, so I will be able

to help carry on your project even if I should not be admit-

ted to the math department in the spring

Now as to the small amount of results which I have

gotten together, Graph I 1s the same calculation as Graph B

of my previous letter except that the points are vlotted three

Silmes as densely (and except that another 75 points of the

correlogram, which had previously been left out, were included

in the calculation.) I had suspected that all might not be

well in between the points of Graphs A, B, and C (of the last

letter,) and indeed, just look at what is hacrening. For one

thing, our preoccupation with "shape" in Graphs A, B, and C

vas apparently was not Justified, for the dip-within-the-peak

of Graph I is certainly artifact. since these oscillations are



occurring outside our limit of resolution, But I don't

know where they come from, and I haven't had time to try HAUK

figure it out, The mysterious dip at 7.75 cps is still

1", 1‘there’

Graphs II and III. These represent the same data.

First of all, this is filtered noise! Second, all is not

lost, for the sample used is the equivalent of only a three minute

EEG. The filter had a Q of 17.2. The time base was 7.5 seconds,

AT was „25 msec. and Tmax was 185 msec. The frequencies I

nave written on Graphs II and III must be multiplied by 40.

I don't know what is going on here, I suspected the computa-

 filtering, and ran the data through a straight Fourier

cosine transformation. The result was almost precisely the

same, being only slightly sharper. I must admit I was sur-

prised. Graph IV shows this computation. The x's are from

Graph II (or Graph III) with the scale adjusted, to show the

contrast, The noise correlogram is also enclosed,

| have not sat down and really thought about these

results. Actually, I Leave not done most of what needs doing,

and what I have done since my last letter has been done hurriedly

Here is what I have not done. I expect this list to become

che beginning of a Program of Action.

"Things I Haven't Done

— - Checked the readings from the correlograms

Made the corrections you suggested in your letter.

Read the repeat correlogram, which has been made,

corresponding to correlogram No. 4360.



Ordered further correlograms to be made from

the experiments that have been made.

Performed further recordings, this time with

control of tape flutter, and done at MIT, as

suggested by Tom Weiss and Charlie Molnar, and

with their help.

Carefully examined and tnougnt apout the results

we do have.

Carefully thought about and studied the theory

Become literate in electroencephalography.

Further pursued the clipreing I sent you this

summer.)

(9„” %

10. Made computations analagous to those in Graph I,

co correspond to Graphs A and ~
u

11. Computed noise spectra in addition

Grapns II, III, TV

to that in

I shall attempt item 10 immediately, and send you

the results as soon as I have them. #, have the following vague

idea. Harmonic analysis tells us that a function like, say,

2XD (244,56, (cas tt her 1s the superrosition of infinitely

long periodic waves. Lut this Interpretatlon is merely one

that is forced upon us by the application, to (actual) finite

cases, of methods whicn strictly apply only to the case where

we consider hm a? 17 The interpretation, it seems, Is not
consi intern lon, ÅL seems, is no

"really SC, " (although the phenomenon of &amp;roupy velocity seems

to contradict me here.) It seems to me that our present work

needs a lransiormation Which would call a spade a spade; in

nls case glve ug something irom whicn we can get bac
»  oo cri fe iy €, La, ele a I px Ce €  ~ 

TRA (a éd { had better mention here. it it os no-



already evident, that I don't yet really know what narmonic

analysis is all about.

The AAAS devoted 1ts whole fall issue of Daedalus

Lo arms control. 1 was told yesterday that out of this publi:

cation was generated a continuing discussion group among those

men at Harvard and MIT who have apolied themselves tc the

problems oI armaments. I thought this mignt be of interest

LO you

are all looking to your return

sincerely,

Choe  9 ba BG; LØ”

chuck Hobinson

ma
As» Frofessor xosenoblitn

Dr. Barlow

Enclosures:
Car
\

Noise
_

Correlogran







THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO
LONDON, CANADA

COMPUTING AND TABULATING CENTRE
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December 13, 1960

Prof. Norbert Weiner,
Prof. of Mathematics,
Massachusettes Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass,

Dear Prof. Weiner;

I have taken an interest in Cybernetics as a result of a

Jomputing Seminar which I entitled "Similarities and Dissimilari-
ties between Computing, Brain Physiology, and Symbolic Logic".
The title was intentionally vague; nevertheless the seminar
resulted in some excellent discussion between a Psychologist, a
physiologist and a Computor. One could sum up the matter which
was discussed by saying that to date we have emphasized what
Cybernetics is not. I am now in the more difficult position
which you have faced, of trying to describe what it is.

I have two problems: the intellectual one of definition
which I welcome as a sign of life in an exploding science, and
the more serious one of the lack of aporeciation in the University.

For the latter as much as the former, I am therefore
extending an invitation to you to give a lecture on Cybernetics
at this University or if possible, two lectures, one of a technical
and one of non-technical nature. The Comput ing Centre which I
direct has been operating for a year but we are already active
in Numerical Analysis, our interests being Matrix Error Analysis
and Rational Approximations. I believe that your presence would
be a great help in bringing us into active contact with the
speculative and practical aspects of Cybernetics.

Yours trul--

JFH /em

Ni
 Vv

Dr, J, I'. Hart
Chairman, Computer committee
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December 14, 1960

Dr. Norbert Wiener
163 Via Manzoni
Naples, Italy

Dear Dr. Wiener:

The Department of Engineering of the University of California,
Los Angeles, is planning a six weeks' course entitled "Modern
ingineering for Engineering Executives.’ This course is to
be conducted during the period June 12 to July 21, 1961 at
Ojai Valley Inn near Ventura, California. It is anticipated
that it will continue year after year if this first program
proves successful. The purpose of the course is to up-date
Engineering Executives who have been out of school for twenty
to twenty-five years, and the nature of the jobs they have
been handling in industry have precluded any planned post-
graduate education. The men in general have worked up to a
position of executive responsibility, and as such are now being
called upon to make decisions involving far more complex systems
than those with which they have been concerned previously.

The enclosed booklet may be regarded as a preliminary summary
of our plans at this stage. A more complete description of
the program with an underlying discussion of the philosophy
involved, is being prepared. A tentative academic curriculum
Ls described on the color-chart enclosed as a final page in

this booklet. It is planned to further expand this instruction
oy an evening lecture one night each week, presented by a
recognized authority in a particular engineering field. It
cives me great pleasure to invite you to participate as such
2, lecturer on the subject of "Cybernetics" or "Control and
Communication In The Animal and The Machine,” as in the title
of your book. I feel that this subject is a necessary part
of our course, and that your presentation will be most rewarding
to our participants.

I had selected the date of Wednesday evening, July 12, 1961,
for your particular offering. On checking with Harry Tallman
in Physical Sciences Extension as to your availability, I find
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that you are scheduled to give a two-week short course at

U.C.L.A. from July 17 to 28th. July 12 would be the Wednesday
before, and might fit in very nicely before the two-week course.
I am sure you will enjoy the informal atmosphere at Ojai Valley
Inn and Country Club, and you might wish to continue being
there for the remainder of the week before reporting to U.C.L.A.
If you would prefer, we could schedule your talk for Thursday
or Friday evening, instead of Wednesday. If you would rather
have a daytime assignment, we would be glad to arrange accordingly

Me Ojai Valley Inn and Country Club is located 14 miles inland
from Ventura, easily accessible by car from U.C.L.A. (1% hours)
or from Santa Barbara in 45 minutes. We would anticipate
meeting you at any place you wish, and providing transportation
as you might desire. Mrs. Wiener is most cordially invited to
accompany you, and I am sure you will both find the Ojai
environment to be most enjoyable.

We have made arrangements which will permit us to pay you as
follows:

(1) Honorarium for lecture (1 hour) . . . . . $200.00

(2) Living expenses, room and meals for one day - all first-
class accommodations.

…) All travel costs to and from Ojai.

(4) We are to enjoy special rate accommodations of $15.00 per
person, per day (room and meals) for our course personnel
(double room occupancy). Any extra days you might wish
to spend at Ojai would be at this nominal rate for vou
and Mre. Wiener.

A meeting of the participating staff, together with the Industrial
Advisory Committee and other prominent Engineers in Industry,
was held recently and there resulted an interesting discussion
concerning many areas of the course curriculum. À copy of the
Summary of Comments and Discussion at this meeting is enclosed,
and may be of interest in showing the general tone of the
program. Many of our prospective instructors find it to have
an exciting flavor, and an appealing challenge to one's teaching
skill.

We sincerely hope your reply will be favorable, and we look
forward with great pleasure to your participation on our
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instructional staff. Any suggestions that you might have
for this ambitious program are most welcome.

Sincerely,

J. Morley English
Professor of Enginee:
Coordinator

if

WCE /1k
Enclosures



University of California
Los Angeles, California

November 7, 1960

"MODERN ENGINEERING FOR ENGINEERING EXECUTIVES"

SUBJECT: List of Attending Guests - Announcement Dinner for course in "Modern Engineering
for Engineering Executives." Hotel Bel Air - West Los Angeles, California.

Industrial Advisory Committee

Arnold O. Beckman, President - Beckman Instruments, Inc. (Fullerton, California)
Louis G. Dunn, President - Space Technology Laboratories, Inc. (Los Angeles, California)
Irven Mendenhall, President - Daniel, Mann, Johnson &amp; Mendenhall (Los Angeles, California)
William S. Peterson, General Manager - Los Angeles Department of Water &amp; Power

(Los Angeles, California)
Worrell F. Pruden, Chief Engineer - Columbia Geneva Steel (San Francisco, Celifornia)

representative for Stephen M. Jenks, Executive Vice President Engineering &amp; Research
United States Steel Corporation (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)

Allen E. Puckett, Vice President - Hughes Aircraft Company (Culver City, California)
Simon Ramo, Executive Vice President - Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge (Canoga Park, California)
A. E. Raymond, Consultant - The RAND Corporation (Santa Monica, California)
R. H. Rice, President - Los Angeles Division, North American Aviation (Los Angeles, Calif.)
Royal Weller, Vice President Engineering - Stromberg Carlson Division, General Dynamics

Corporation (Rochester, New York)
Edward C. Wells, Vice President - Boeing Airplane Company (Seattle, Washington)
Lt. General R. C. Wilson, U.S.A.F., Deputy Chief of Staff Development (Washington D. C.)

Chancellor's Office

Franklin D. Murphy, Chancellor, U.C.L.A. Administration Building
William G. Young, Vice Chancellor, U.C.L.A. Administration Building

Dean's Office - Department of Engineering

. . . Boelter, Dean, College of Engineering

Dean's Office and Department of University Extension

Paul H. Sheats, Dean, University Extension
Abbott Kaplan, Associate Dean, University Extension
Elwin V. Svenson, Associate Director, University Extension
Francis E. Blacet, Divisional Dean, Physical Sciences



Attending Guests for Announcement Dinner November 7, 1960

Faculty Advisory Committee

J. Morley English, Professor of Engineering, Course Coordinator
We. Clare Ennis, Associate Extension Specialist, Associate Course Coordinator

Morris Asimow, Professor of Engineering
John C. Dillon, Head, Engineering Extension
Magnus R. Hestenes, Professor of Mathematics
Thomas E. Hicks, Professor of Engineering and Director of Nuclear Reactor Laboratory
John H. Lyman, Assoclate Professor of Engineering
Russell R. O'Neill, Assistant Dean, Professor of Engineering

Additional Advisors = U.C.L.A.

zeorge W. Brown, Director - Western Data Processing Center; Professor of
Business Administration and Professor of Engineering |

Richard Hease, Lecturer in Engineering and Associate Specialist, Engineering Extension
Sam Houston, Assistant Head - Engineering Extension

Instructional Staff

Richard Bellman, Mathematician - The RAND Corporation |

W. De. Hershberger, Professor of Engineering - University of California, Los Angeles
Neil H. Jacoby, Dean, School of Business Administration &amp; Graduate School of

Business Administration - University of California, Los Angeles
Robert Kalaba, Mathematician - The RAND Corporation
Willard F. Libby, Professor of Chemistry - University of California, Los Angeles
Raymond M. Redheffer, Associate Professor of Mathematics - University of California

LOS Angeles
Myron Tribus, Professor of Engineering - University of California, Los Angeles

Extension Publicity Writer

Paul Simqu = Publicity Information Writer - University of California, Los Angeles

Ojai Valley Inn and Country Club

William G. Briggs, Managing Director



Attending Guests for Announcement Dinner November 7, 1960

Corporation Executives = Southern California Area (Selected List)

K. G. Beyer, Chief of Educational Services - Convair Pomona (Pomona, California)
Representative for Rear Admiral Charles F. Horne, U.S.N. Retired, Vice President
and Division Manager, Convair Pomona.
Carter, Vice President &amp; General Manager =- Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.
(Santa Monica, California) :

Milton U. Clauser, President - Clauser Technology Corporation (Torrance, California)
Robert Fallon, Manager of Salary Personnel - Aeronutronic Division, Ford Motor Company

Newport Beach, California) Representative for Gerald J. Lynch, Vice President
and General Manager - Aeronutronic Division, Ford Motor Company.

Me O. Keppler, President - System Development Corporation (Santa Monica, California)
M. P. Klick, Chief Engineer - Consolidated Western Steel (Los Angeles, California)

Representative for C. W. Lee, President - Consolidated Western Steel Division, United
States Steel Corporation.

Arnold. D. Larson, Educational Program Director - Librascope, Division General Precision
(Glendale, California) Representative for William E. Bratton, President
Librascope, Division of General Precision, Inc.

J. F. Manildi, General Manager - Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge, Computers (Beverly Hills, Calif.)
Fred T. Miller, Vice President &amp; General Manager - Borg-Warner Controls Division,

Borg-Warner Corporation (Santa Ana, California)
Rear Admiral Jack P. Monroe, U.S. Navy, Commander Pacific Missile Range (Point Mugu, Calif.)
L. E. Root, Group Vice President - Missiles Electronics - Lockheed Aircraft Corporation

(Burbank, California)



University of California,
Los Angeles, California

"MODERN ENGINEERING FOR ENGINEERING EXECUTIVES"

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND DISCUSSION

AT DINNER OF ADVISORY COMMITTEE, NOVEMBER 7, 1960

Professor J. Morley English, Course Coordinator, explained the proposed Academic
Content of the course, utilizing chart displays of the various areas of study
for the six weeks' program (copy of this chart is attached). A discussion followed
in which various persons present indicated their interpretation of the program
and offered comments and suggestions for improvement. This advice was desired
end appreciated in order to help in planning the course.

Dr. Bellman expressed the opinion that "Research" was the fundamental word for
the material to be studied and that Engineering Executives must, above all, have
an understanding of the meaning of the term and an appreciation of its importance
in his own activity. He defended the course plan to up-date engineers in technical
methods and knowledge. He pointed out that Engineering Executives are in effect
"scientific critics" who must know the basic ideas of science, in order to pass
judgement on work being done under them. (This, in the same way that a critic of
one of the arts, might not himself be a performer, but could still be perfectly
capable of evaluating an artist's rendition.)

Professor George W. Brown ‘raised the question, "Can you be an expert and still
be &amp; manager?" The very fact that the executive is called upon to make decisions
over broad ranges of subject area, do not permit him the time needed for concen-
trating in a specialized field. Yet he must be informed on technical matters in
order to make good decisions. He suggested that some of the discussion time of
the course be devoted to the question, "What is proper allocation of executive
time to purely technical problems?"

It was pointed out that the Engineering Executive's duties and problems are heavily
slanted toward the managerial field and that he cannot be expected to be an expert
in all technical fields. However, it was further noted that Engineering Executives
have to deal with Specialist Engineers who are closer to technical problems. If
their understanding of technical aspects of the problem is too weak, they are
completely at the mercy of their subordinates. "Never have so few been at the
mercy of so many."

The Decision Theory studies and their applications were discussed at some length
and there was some misunderstanding as to proper balance of this subject in the
program, It was pointed out, however, that this field of study would actually
invade several other areas of attention since the whole concept of design and related
topics actually involves Decision Theory. Such a background combined with operation
of computers is important in the design of large scale systems. A "study of large
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scale systems" was construed as a good program title. The evaluation of the use
of computers in this field was considered important. Nearly everything in Research
and Development is a "first time deal" and, therefore, the opportunities are many
for making use of Decision Theory, particularly on large scale matters.

Transmittal of information--communication with engineers snd laymen--came in for
considerable discussion. It was quite agreed that a new language was needed in
which these fundamentals of Science, Technology and Engineering Administration
were verbalized and capable of being transmitted and understood. This was apparent
even from the misunderstandings occurring at this dinner meeting. It appears that
industry. as a whole needs to reorient its basic concepts and set up meaningful ways
of expressing the fundamentals and new techniques of design methodology. Only
then can all engineers communicate efficiently with each other. And only then
does it become feasible to tackle the problem of verbalistic interpretation of
technology to the layman--the customer.

Some criticism was made that the course failed to consider attention to managerial
problems which are most frequently encountered by the Senior Engineer Executive.
It was pointed out, however, that the course is to be a "technical orientation" and
such studies in Industrial Management would have to be given as a separate course
by the School of Business Administration. It was further noted that there would
be ample opportunity for individual and small group discussions during the course
when problems of management might be expected to come up and be adequately discussed
without faculty supervision.

An opinion was expressed that smaller companies (less prominent in Engineering)
might be expected to benefit most from this course--since the larger companies
may have Senior Engineers already adequately informed in "Modern Engineering. "
This would be for companies in a narrow field of Engineering where technological
change had happened too fast for them to grasp. In answer to this it was pointed
out that the course needed to be within reach of all companies, if we are to progress
as a whole society. Engineering Executives in large companies may seriously need
technical reorientation to modern concepts, and this may be manifested in their
inability to recognize the decisions of their subordinate engineers and the impact
of such decisions on the company and its product. It is important to have such
decision making in progress lower down in the organization, but the Senior Executive
must understand these lower level decisions thoroughly to fit them into his own
higher level decisions. It was generally agreed that people in the frontiers of
Research and Development would benefit highly by the course.

It appeared that the scope of the course was somewhat ambitious in respect to the
volume and diversification of material to be covered. However, since six weeks are
considered to be &amp; maximum time limit for the course and since it appears important
not to overlook any of the fields of interest indicated, then the alternative is
skillful teaching--a very well planned analysis of what is to be covered, in proper
detail, in proper language, to make best use of the time allocated. Evening study
and discussion groups and individual help from teaching assistants, are all expected
to make clear to the participant the subject matter covered and how he can apply
it when he returns to his job. Ideas gained from association with individuals
from many different companies is expected to be highly beneficial.
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CABLE ADDRESS:
NULLMATIC

INDICATING. RECORDING AND CONTROLLING INSTRUMENTS FOR FLOW. TEMPERATURE. LIQUID LEVEL, INTERFACE LEVEL
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ADDRESS REPLY TO

1809 EAST 71sT STREE

CHICAGO 49, ILL

PLAZA 2-8748

PLEASE REFER TO

OUR FILE NO.

December 15, 1960
Mr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Boston, Mass.

Dear Sir:

The Chicago Section of the Instrument Society of America, being a group of
people engaged in the field of automatic control, data logging and computer
systems, has asked me to convey to your their interest in your field and
you, as the father of cybernetics. Although the vast majority of our members,
at the present time, do not approach problems of the complexity with which you
deal, the problems of automation are becoming more complex and we find our-
selves striving harder and harder to keep up with the changes.

It is our belief that a lecture by you, in your field, would be of general
interest to the Chicago Section and also to all the other engineering societies
in the Chicago area. Therefore I have been commissioned by our Governing Board
to write to you to respectfully request under what conditions you would consent
to come to Chicago and address our group. Tentative date for this meeting would
be October 1961, however it could be changed to meet your convenience. I am
sure that any request that you have to make concerning conditions of your lectur-
ing before our group will be happily met by the Instrument Society.

I, personally, am very happy to undertake this commission since I have long been
an admirer of yours and a reader of your books and articles.

Communication should be addressed to me as Chairman of the Educational Division

of the Instrument Society of America, care of Moore Products Company, 1809 East
71 St., Chicago 49, Illinois.

Yours very truly,

CHTCAGN SECTION — I.S.A.
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DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH

THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
NORMAN + OKLAHOMA

December 16, 1960

à,

Professor Norbert Wiener

c/o American Express
Stockholm, Sweden

Dear Professor Wiener:

I wrote to you last summer at MIT, but must presume that you did not

receive the letter. Miss Goodwin tells me that you are expected back

at MIT in January, so I am writing to you both at Stockholm and MIT.

[ think you will be interested in a project we plan at the University of
Oklahoma. We expect to hold "An Interdisciplinary Symposium in Com-
munication Theory' on our campus in October, 1961. The Society for

the Investigation of Human Ecology has provided support for the initial
planning. Dr. Henry Riecken, Head of the Social Sciences Division,
National Science Foundation ,has encouraged us to submit a formal
request for support before February 1. He promises to let us know
their disposition of the request by May 1.

A preliminary outline of the program is enclosed. We plan to invite
fifteen to twenty participants, each of whom has made an important
contribution to research in speech, language, and communication pro-
cesses, and who collectively represent a broad range of the arts and
sciences.

The purpose of this letter is to secure your judgment of the possible

value of such a symposium, your suggestions concerning the planning,
and especially an expression of your interest in participation.

We have received preliminary acceptances from Kenneth Pike, Wilbur
Schramm, T. C. Schneirla, Meyer Abrams, Karl Wallace, Wendell
Johnson, Anatol Rapoport, and Roger Brown. I expect to hear soon
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Page 2
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from other invited participants, including Naom Chomsky, Suzanne
Langer, Charles Osgood, Jurgen Ruesch, Carl Hovland, and Leon
Festinger. The response has been excellent so far.

I am asking each participant to include in his paper brief discussions of
the current state of research in his special field and the directions which
he thinks future research should take, and to spend somewhat more time

on a theoretical formulation designed to integrate a substantial body of
data in the participant's particular field as well as pertinent data from
cognate fields.

Some weeks before the symposium, we will request a copy of his paper
from each participant for duplication and distribution to all the other

participants. At the symposium each speaker will, instead of reading his
paper, react to the other papers as they relate to his own and submit to

questions from the others. We believe that this procedure will stimulate
superior discussion. These discussions will be transcribed and edited,
and the papers and the discussions will be published in a book.

Dr. Riecken has said that his Foundation will review our proposal on two
major bases, (1) the identity of the participants and (2) The content of
the papers as to advancement of knowledge and unity of theme. It seems
likely that we will meet the first criterion, and I am hopeful in regard to
the second. Riecken suggests that précis or abstracts would be helpful to
the reviewers. He and I both recognize the somewhat tenuous basis for
requesting such précis from participants before financial commitments
have been made, but the odds for financial support will increase if we can

submit several précis with the proposal before February 1. I should like
to know whether you might be interested in participating in the symposium
as well as any suggestions you may have concerning the structure and

procedures of the symposium. I would greatly appreciate hearing from
you as soon as possible so that the final list of participants can be sub-

mitted with the proposal to the National Science Foundation. If you feel an
interest in participation, I should like to have a brief abstract of your paper

by January 15. One paragraph will be sufficient, but a longer length may
be used, as you wish. I hope very much that you will want to participate
and will find it possible.

JD:ab

Yours sincerely,
/ 

CF

Lana HAN
/

i

Jack Douglas Professor
aN

A

Enclosure



An Interdisciplinary Symposium in Communication Theory

Prospectus of a symposium planned at the University of Oklahoma
for October, 1961, with subsequent publication in book form

Pretace

None of man's attributes has proved more unique among
earthly creatures than his capacity for symbolic interaction, and
no other capacity, perhaps, will prove more significant to the
understanding of his condition or the achievement of his potential.

[t is not surprising, therefore, that the study of many aspects of
language, speech, communication, and symbolic processes should
bear the active interest it now commands in many disparate fields
of investigation. Perhaps no other object of study has received so
much of the collective attention of scholars in the major areas of
learning over the centuries. The humanities, the social sciences,
and the physical sciences have all made substantial contributions
to the understanding of human communication. New contributions

have accumulated rapidly during this century, particularly since
World War II, but the chief contributors and their work remain even

yet severely isolated from each other. Since comprehensive knowl-
edge of communication processes will not be consummated without
recourse to scholarly resources throughout the arts and sciences,

the need for increased interdisciplinary communication about
communication research is manifest.

Purpose

The proposed symposium will be unique among scholarly
symposia in its broad range of participation by scholars from all
sections of the research frontier in communication processes. Its

purpose is to secure the sharing of concepts, theories, and findings
which can reveal the gaps and discrepancies, order and relate the
disparate findings, open up new directions of fruitful research, and,
hopefully, contribute to a more adequate theory of communication
for interdisciplinary application. The areas of need for application
of more adequate knowledge about communication have become



more prominent and pressing: in the classroom, the family, the
international conference table, political campaigns, industrial
relations, the operation of the mass media. Even more impor-

tant than these practical needs, possibly, is the contribution which
the study of symbolic processes may make to the understanding
of human nature itself.

 nm

Scholars regarded by their colleagues as major contributors
to knowledge of some aspect of human verbal communication have
been invited to submit papers, and the response has been positive.
A preliminary list of contributors and topics is given below. Each
participant will phrase his own topic and develop it according to his
own conception, but is expected to offer a theoretical formulation
useful to the integration of a substantial body of data, particularly
the integration of bodies of data which come from separate areas of

investigation.

Papers will be submitted in advance of the meeting so that
copies can be made and distributed to all participants. At the

meeting, instead of reading his paper, each participant will com-
ment on the other papers as they relate to his own. Questions and

discussion will follow each such commentary, and the whole will
be transcribed and edited for publication.

Preliminary List of Topics and Speakers

(Topics are broad and tentative. Speakers will formulate their own
topics for the final program. Speakers marked by an asterisk have
indicated a desire to participate.)

A. Communication as svstem and structure -- svyntactics

KT. C. Schneirla, American Museum of Natural History,
"A Phvletic Consideration of Communication Processes"

Rulon Wells, Yale University, "Semiotic, or the Theory
of Signs"



Norbert Wiener, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
"CyberneticsinHunsanSociety"

Naom Chomsky, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
"Information Theory and Human Communication"

Freeman Twadell, Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, "Linguistic Systems"

*Kenneth Pike, University of Michigan, "Linguistic Struc-
ture and Human Behavior"

2. Communication as symbolic process -- semantics

Suzanne Langer, Connecticut College, "The Symbolic
Transformation of Experience!’

“Meyer Abrams, Cornell University, "Poetic"

Charles Osgood, University of Illinois, "The Measurement
of Meaning!"

Roger Brown, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
"Grammatical Categories as Cogngtive Function"

%* Wendell Johnson, State University of Iowa, "The Process
of Abstracting and Communicative Disorders!'

Jurgen Ruesch, University of California, "Communication
Process and Personality Structure"

C. Communication as social process -- pragmatics

“Karl Wallace, University of Illinois, "Rhetoric"

Leon Festinger, Stanford University, "Communication as
Group Process!"

¥*Anatol Rapoport, University of Michigan, "Group Communi-
cation in Co-operative and/or Competitive Tasks!"

*Muzafer Sherif, University of Oklahoma, "Communication
Between Groups‘

* Wilbur Schramm, Stanford University, "Some Effects of the
Mass Media!"
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DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH

THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
NORMAN + OKLAHOMA

December 16, 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener

Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

I wrote to you last summer at MIT, but must presume that you did not

receive the letter. Miss Goodwin tells me that you are expected back

at MIT in January, so I am writing to you both at Stockholm and MIT.

I think you will be interested in a project we plan at the University of
Oklahoma. We expect to hold ""An Interdisciplinary Symposium in Com-
munication Theory!’ on our campus in October, 1961. The Society for
the Investigation of Human Ecology has provided support for the initial
planning. Dr. Henry Riecken, Head of the Social Sciences Division,
National Science Foundation, has encouraged us to submit a formal

request for support before February 1. He promises to let us know
their disposition of the request by May 1.

A preliminary outline of the program is enclosed. We plan to invite
fifteen to twenty participants, each of whom has made an important
contribution to research in speech, language, and communication pro-
cesses, and who collectively represent a broad range of the arts and
sciences.

The purpose of this letter is to secure your judgment of the possible
value of such a symposium, your suggestions concerning the planning,
and especially an expression of your interest in participation.

We have received preliminary acceptances from Kenneth Pike, Wilbur
Schramm, T. C. Schneirla, Meyer Abrams, Karl Wallace, Wendell
Johnson, Anatol Rapoport, and Roger Brown. I expect to hear soon



Professor Norbert Wiener

Page 2
December 16, 1960

irom other invited participants, including Naom Chomsky, Suzanne
Langer, Charles Osgood, Jurgen Ruesch, Carl Hovland, and Leon
Festinger. The response has been excellent so far.

[ am asking each participant to include in his paper brief discussions of
the current state of research in his special field and the directions which
he thinks future research should take, and to spend somewhat more time

on a theoretical formulation designed to integrate a substantial body of
data in the participant's particular field as well as pertinent data from
cognate fields.

Some weeks before the symposium, we will request a copy of his paper
from each participant for duplication and distribution to all the other

participants. At the symposium each speaker will, instead of reading his
paper, react to the other papers as they relate to his own and submit to

questions from the others. We believe that this procedure will stimulate
superior discussion. These discussions will be transcribed and edited,
and the papers and the discussions will be published in a book.

Dr. Riecken has said that his Foundation will review our proposal on two

major bases, (1) The identity of the participants and (2) The content of
the papers as to advancement of knowledge and unity of theme. It seems
likely that we will meet the first criterion, and I am hopeful in regard to
the second. Riecken suggests that précis or abstracts would be helpful to
the reviewers. He and I both recognize the somewhat tenuous basis for
requesting such précis from participants before financial commitments
aave been made, but the odds for financial support will increase if we can

submit several précis with the proposal before February 1. I should like
to know whether you might be interested in participating in the symposium
as well as any suggestions you may have concerning the structure and

procedures of the symposium. I would greatly appreciate hearing from
you as soon as possible so that the final list of participants can be sub-

mitted with the proposal to the National Science Foundation. If you feel an
interest in participation, I should like to have a brief abstract of your paper

by January 15. One paragraph will be sufficient, but a longer length may
be used, as you wish. I hope very much that you will want to participate
and will find it possible.

JD:ab

Enclosure

Yours sincerely,
~~ sz

Cr| Å;:

/ Jack Douglas
Professor



OWA STATE UNIVERSIT

of Science &gt;chnology

OWA

Department of Physics

December 16, 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

i am writing you to tell you about the John Franklin Carlson lectures at
Iowa State University, and to invite you to give the Carlson Lecture for 1961.

Frank Carlson was a theoretical physicist who, among other things, did
some fundamental work with J. R. Oppenheimer on cosmic rays, and took an active
part in the M. I. T. Radiation Laboratory during the war. A man of deep under-
standing and broad interests, Dr. Carlson joined the physics department at Iowa
State after the war. At the time of his death in 1954, Dr. Carlson's friends estab-
lished the John Franklin Carlson Lecture Fund in order to bring to Iowa State
Jniversity each year an outstanding scholar to lecture on some aspect of physical
science, its philosophical implications, and its relation to human affairs.

We have been very fortunate in having for previous lecturers in this
series J. R. Oppenheimer, P. W. Bridgman, Niels Bohr and George Uhlenbeck.

No special date has been established for these lectures, this being ar-
ranged at the speaker's convenience. There would be an honorarium of $300.00
in lieu of expenses for the one lecture.

It would be an honor to Frank Carlson if you would give the fifth Carlson
Lecture, and I sincerely hope that it will be possible for you to accept this
‘nvitation.

Sincerely yours,

„keZL

-l:er, Chairman
ot the

John Franklin Carlson Lecture Funa

3,
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Radio Free Europe
i = TWO PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 16, N.Y

Division of the

Free Europe Committee. Inc.

"orbert Wiener
2/0 Hero Te
 3  -

18

Jaocenber 20,
Telephone: LExington 2-8900

 TA

Dear Dr. Wiener

«8 you may know, Radio ‘ree lurone broadcasts te Lastern and
Sentral Lurope a continuous flow of objective information about
the western world so that the people of that Communist-dominated
srea may have access to the truth in forming their opinions. In
recent months we have received information fron Poland which gives
Je reason to believe that, due to Communist pronaçenda, some con-
fusion exists in the minde of the Polish people regarding America!
-ctuval scientific and techno10-3c2a1 achievements.

Tharefore, we have initiated a special series 01 prorrens
designed to familiarize om listeners with the fects concerning
ftmerican progress in the fields of science and technology curing
the last decade. In carrying out that project, we are soliciting
Lhe coowmeration of leading American euthorities in those fields.

 JD tentists in| dr interviewed several vroninent scientists iWe have zlready interviewec I : SENE CV _ es &lt;  = Th } Yin ulennsa

CL non such ae Dr Ccor re Ristiakowsky, lire Le Lien
, 5+0. Such af Ue © to continue that series of inter-

i others. low we are planning to continue 95 sortes Où =and other Se NOW W -  CN += cts works næ in bambridre.
3 eadinr seicutists working Åviews with a grow of Leading sci

“sssochusetbts,

Le would be most grateful if you would agree to receive during
she second week of January our Senior Polish Zditor, sr. S. Gacki,
for a short interview on the state of science in the U.S. today,
Tith the enphasis on your om field ol activities. We would prefer
tc tape-record the interview at your office or home, so that your
actual werds could De broadcest to Foland and evenbuelly to the
other countries behind the Iron Curtain, but if you would rather
refer that the interview take the form of an wwecorded, informal
~onversation, that of course, vovld suffice.

Inticipating yowr reply and thanking you in advance for vour
kind cooveration, I am,

[ol] -Sincerely vSincerely yours.
] 7

„
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The Technology Press
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts
December 21, 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
Universita di Napoli
Scuola di Perfezionamento in Fisica Teorica e Nucleare
Mostra d! Oltremare, Pad. 19 å

Naples, Italy

Dear Professor Wiener:

Thanks for your letter of December 15. Work is proceeding
with the corrected pages of the old Cybernetics, which present no
real problems, and with the support of your recent letter I shall get
to work on the supplementary chapters at once, and try to find an

acceptable way of publishing them more or less as written, with
perhaps some minor toning down of a sentence or two to meet some

objections. Professor Lee went over the new chapters once last

summer, and approved them. I shall try to collect the various
opinions about what ought to be done, and go over them once more
with Lee, and also with Bose and with Tobey, and do the best I can

to expedite things.

By the time you get back in February we ought to have the bulk
of the book in pages for your approval, and perhaps the supplementary
chapters in galleys. Actually the extra chapters are not very long, and
can be set in type very quickly. It will be good to have you back so that
we can work more closely on these problems.

M. Pierre Beres of Hermann et Cie. was here the other day

and inquired about the second edition of Cybernetics. I explained the
whole situation to him, and said that since he had published his own
corrected edition without our name on the title page, in violation of the

agreement, we were planning to publish our own independent corrected
and enlarged edition, without his name on the title page. M. Beres said
that he had not known of the earlier agreement at all. I think we parted
on good terms, and I think it is now understood that the second French
edition was an inadvertent violation of the agreement, and that we shall

publish the second edition without paying royalties to Hermann, but that
we do not wish to rely on the letter of the law and will try to do the right
thing by Hermann. I think we can work out some arrangment to let him
handle our edition in parts of Europe, or let him have one or more trans.

lations (with royalties payable tp you, of course). If you happen to run
into him, please do not make any agreements with him, but let us make
all the arrangments from here. I have already heard from a German

publisher who had talked with you about German rights to our edition,
but I am holding him off until we have completed our arrangements with
Wiley and with Hermann. In any case you may rest assured that you will
get full standard royalties (15% of the list on domestic sales, and 7.1/2%
on foreign sales) on all sales from the beginning. We are now thinking
of a price of around $6. 00.
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Your house on Bearcamp Road is still there, almost buried in
snow, even before Christmas. They had a foot of snow a week ago

and today it has snowed another foot, I hear. I imagine Naples is
quite different. I hope you and Mrs. Wiener have a happy holiday
season in Italy. It will be good to have you both back.

Merry Christmas

Lynwood Bryant
Director
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NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR A SANE NUCLEAR POLICY, INC.
7 EAST 45th STREET, ROOM 401 NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK OXford 7-2265

CO-CHAIRMEN

Norman Cousins

Clarence Pickett

TREASURER

Max Youngstein

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Rev. Phillips P. Elliott

Eugene Exman
James Farmer

Dr. Robert Gilmore

Robert Gurney
Rev. Donald Harrington

Rabbi Isidor B. Hoffman

Stanley M. Isaacs
Jr. Homer A. Jack

Clarence H. Low

Lenore G. Marshall

Lawrence S. Mayers, Jr.
Stewart Meacham

Orlie Pell

Norman Thomas

Dr. Hugh C. Wolfe
Jerome Wurf

LOCAL COMMITTEE

BOARD MEMBERS

Peter Charlton, Calif.

Gertrude Cuneo, Mo.

Edmund C. Berkeley, Mass.
fruman Kirkpatrick, Il.

Dr. Walter Lear, N.Y,

Mrs. John W. May, Conn.

Warren Morse, Wash, . .

Joseph Weiss, N. J.

Executive Director

Donald Keys

Political Action Director

Sanford Gottlieb

Associate Director

Edward Meyerdina

December 22, 1960

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

I have been asked by the Nominations Committee of this
organization to inquire whether you would become a
national sponsor of the National Committee for a Sane
Nuclear Policy. Since you are a sponsor of the Greater
Boston Sane Committee, I need not tell you of our
general policy and program.

I'he duties of a national sponsor are minimal, but you
would be kept informed of the policies and program of
the National Committee and will be consulted
occasionally on special problems.

We would cherish your cooperation in this capacity
with SANE. I enclose some material which tells our
purposes and program in more detail. À list of the
existing national sponsors is found on the back of
this letterhead.

Sincerely yours,

SEA a

Homer A. Jack,
Executive Director

HAJ/ok

Enclosures

Public Relations Director

Ruth Rosenwald
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Rudolf Steiner

Lecture delivered in Perlin, December 23, 1904

An extract from the third instalment of the lecture as

published serially. |

.‚....s.Jetzt werden Sie verstehen , das {in gewissen Zeiten es notwen-
dig sein kann, dass ein Verständnis für solche Dinge geweckt wird.
Wir gehen eine Zeit entgegen, in der, wie ich neulich schon andeutete,
das Verst@ndnis bis ans Atom herankommen wird. Man wird begreifen -
auch in der pwpuldren Anschauung -, dass das Atom nichts anderes
ist als geronnene Elektrizität - der Gedanke selbst ist aus der
gleichen Sußstanz. Ven wird in der Tat soweit kommen, ahe die fünfte
Sultugperiode zu Ende geht, dass mm imstande sein wird , bis ins
Atom herein zu wirken. Wenn man nur erst die Stofflichkeit zwischen
jem Gedankeh und dem Atom begreifen kann, so wird men auch bald
‘as Hineinwirken ins Atom wrstehen, und nichts wird mehr für gewis -
se Wirkungsarten verschlossen sein: Ich wird hier stehen und unbe-
merkt auf einen Knopf , den ich in der Tasche trage, drûcken, um einen
Jegenstand in weiter Ferne - sagenwir im Hamburg- in die Luft zu-
ppringen. So wie Sie jetzt schon drahtlostelegraphieren können, indem
Sie hier eine vellenbewegung hervorbringen und an einer anderen be-
stimmten Stelle in bestimmter Weise zum Ausdruck bringen, so wird
auch das oben Angedeutete möxzlichs ein. Das wird in dem Momente
eintreten können, wo die okkulte Wahrheit , das Gedanke und Atom
aus desselben Substanz bestehen, im praktischen Leben ausgeführt
sein wird.

Es ist/mbalich, stich auszudenken, was in einem solchen Falle
ge schehen kann, w enn die Menschhelt dann nicht bis sur Selbstlosig-
eit celangt ist. Nur durch das Erringen der Selbstloslgkelt wird es
mözlich sein, die Menschheit vom Rande des Verderbens zur@ckauhaltrn
Der Untergang Unserer gegenwärtigen Zeitalters wird herbeigeführt
durch dan Mangel an Moralit#t.Die Lemurische Eokiche ist durch Heuer
zugrunde gegangen, die atlantische durch Wasser; unsere wird zugrunde
sehen durch den Kräeg Aller gegen Alle, das Böse; die Menschen werden

slchysolbst im genenseitigen Kampf vernichten. Und es wird das Trostloseseid- trostloser als andere Unteëzanzearten -,das die liens chen sel _bst
die Schuld daran tragenl

.  Ae Ap AL NE NE NS NP NE AD AF NS AR NL NP AS A NA NL MLNihht? At PALLET STIFLE, BL SA LEE

(A very long omission here)

Wenn da nicht eine Vered£lung der Sitten stattfindet, so muss das
zu den bratalsten Dingen führen. as wird auch so kommen, wie die
ilasserkatastrophe fur die Atlantler gekommen ist.
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23/12/1960

Mr. Craig Pease
3040 N. 2nd Street
Apt. 2LO
Phoenix, Arizona.

Dear Mr. Pease:

I am very much interested in the question of the Determi-
nants of Consciousness and Identity in the Human Being. Of course
I am far from being able to give a definite answer to these questions.
It seems to me that the "I" is not so much an independent entity as
the entire organization of the mind-brain system. This of course
raises the difficulty of distinction between conscious and unconsious
mental activity. It is clear that certain parts of our mental ner-
vous action have an explicit level in memory, which we ean reach at
will and that other parts, while they deeply condition our memory,
are by no means so freely accessible. These latter we call uncon-
scious or subconscious.

In my opinion the distinction between these two levels or
ranges of levels has been drawn much too sharply by the phsychoana-
løst. In visiting my own psychoanalyst I have found him pointedly
uninterested in my reports of the not mfully conscious thinking
which takes part in my development of my own scientific work. Very
often I go to bed with a problem still puzzling me grealy to the ex-

‘tent that the lack of .a solutinn produces in me a definiteemotional
distress. During the night the problem comes back to me distorted
in my dreams, at a time when I am very far from fully awake. Some
time in the night a sense of relief comes over me and I lapse into
à real deep sleep. On awaking in the morning I find some essential
point in my work very much clarified and I can often proceed quite
explicitly to a clean-cut solution. It is quite impossible for me
to distinguish the conscious and the unconscious elements in the
process by which I arrive at my result. In talking this over with
my psychoanalyst he definitely refused to see any relation between
this unconscious activity and the unconscious in the technical sense
of the psychoanalyst. In this I think he was wrong and excessively



As to your second question on the nature of personal identity
my answer, as far as it goes, is very similar. It seems to me that the
question is an operational one. Those activities between which there
is a elear transition and which act freely on one another, all belong
to the same personality. In those curious cases of multiple personal-
ity which have come up ever since the fundamental work of Dr. Morton
Prince there are various degrees of isolation and none interchangeable
between different parts of the mental activity of the same human being.
When these blocks of transition between these various phases of the
mental activity belonging to the same physical body are sufficiently
deep, we dignify the various parts of the mental activity with the name
of separate personality. This is a relative matter and it is impossible
to say decisively when this multiple personality finally ends and the
single normal personality is resumed. In other words the proper way of
conceiving these phenomena is as Dr. Prince did by describing what
personal identity means.

You speak of the absence of personal identity in inanimate
objects. Here I think you must draw a distinction. When the inanimate
object is as highly organized as a computing machine or as one of the
control devices used, let us say, in space rocket, then in different
phases of its activity and when it is set to perform different problems
it is quite reasonable to say that it has different or relatively dif-
ferent personalities. With the modern machines which learn by experience,
as you can read in very interesting articles in the technical journal
of the IBM, such machines do develop a personality of play which can
change by experience. It is even possible to conceive problems of
multiple personality arising with such machines.

nk: for asking me these ques +Ishall be back.` "Å in ene   veoh and shall ro adie
an „  ‘ in gofre spöndenge' with you.

Sincerely yours.

Prof. N. Wiener

NW: amh



23/12/1960

dr. Craig Pease
3040 N. 2nd Street
Apt. 2L0
Phoenix, Arizona.

Dear Mr. Pease:

I am very much interested in the question of the Determi-
nants of Consciousness and Identity in the Human Being. Of course
I am far from being able to give a definite answer CO these questions.
it seems to me that the "1" is not so much an independent entity as
the entire organization of the mind-brain system. This of course
raises the difficulty of distinction between consclous and unconsious
mental activity. aù 18 clear that certain paris of vur mental ner-
vous action have an explicit level in memory, which we san reach at
will and that other parts, while they deeply condition our memory,
are DY LO means 50 Lrecly accessible. These latter we call uncon-
scious or subconscious.

f
In my opinion the distinction between these two levels or

ranges of levels has been drawn much too sharply by the phsychoana-
løst. In visiting my own psychoanalyst I have found him pointedly
uninterested in my reports of the not nfully conscious thinking
which takes part in my development of my own scientific work. Very
‘often I go to bed with a problem still puzzling me grualy to the ex-
tent that the lack of a solutimn produces in. me a definite emotional
distress, During the night the problem comes back to me distorted
in my dreams, at a time when I am very far from fully awake. Some
time in the night a sense of relief comes over me and I lapse into
à real deep sleep. On awaking in the morning I find some essential
point in my work very much clarified and I car often proceed quite
explicitly to a clean-cut solution. It 1s quite impossible for ms
to distinguish the conscious and the unconscious elements in the
process by which I arrive at my result. In talking this over with
my psychoanalyst he definitely refused to see any relation between
this unconscious activity and the unconscious in the technical sense
of the psychoanalyst. In this I thirk he  wrong and excessively
dogmatic.



As to your second question on the nature of personal identity
my answer, as far as it goes, 1s very similar. It seems to me that the
question is an operational one. Those activities between which there
is a clear transition and which act freely on one another, all belong
to the same personality. In those curious cases of multiple personal-
ity which have come up ever since the fundamental work of Dr. Morton
Prince there are various degrees of isolation and none interchangeable
between different parts of the mental activity of the same human beirg.
When these blocks of transition between these various phases of the
mental activity belonging to the same physical body are sufficiently
deep, we dignify the various parts of the mental activity with the name
of separate personality. This is a relative matter and it is impossible
to say decisively when this multiple personality finally ends and the
single normal personality is resumed. In other words the proper way of
conceiving these phenomena is as Dr. Prince did by describing what
personal identity means.

You speak of the absence of personal identity in inanimate
objects. Here I think you must draw a distinction. When the inanimate
object is as highly organized as a computing machine or as one ? the
control devices used, let us say, in space rocket, then in different
phases of its activity and when it is set to perform different problems
it is quite reasonable to say that it has different or relatively dif-
ferent personalities. With the modern machines which learn by experience,
as you can read in very interesting articles in the technical journal
of the IBM, such machines do develop a personality of play which can
change by experience. It is even possible to conceive problems of
multiple personality arising with such machines.

Many thanks for asking me these questions. I shall be back
in my usual office at MIT in som? six or 7 weeks and shall be delighted
to hear from you there and to kesp in correspondence with you.

Sincerely your

Prof. N. Wiener

NW: amh



As to your second question on the nature of personal identity
my answer, as far as it goes, is very similar. It seems to me that the

question is an operational one. Those activities between which there
is a clear transition and which act freely on one another, all belong
to the same personality. In those curious cases of multiple personal-
ity which have come up ever since the fundamental work of Dr. Morton
Prince there are various degrees of isolation and none interchangeable
between different parts of the mental activity of the same human being.
When these blocks of transition between these various phases of the
mental activity belonging to the same physical body are sufficiently
deep, we dignify the various parts of the mental activity with the name
of separate personality. This is a relative matter and it is impossible
to say decisively when this multiple personality finally ends and the
single normal personality is resumed. In other words the proper way of
conceiving these phenomena is as Dr. Prince did by describing what
personal identity means.

You speak of the absence of personal identity in inanimate
objects. Here I think you must draw a distinction. When the inanimate
object is as highly organized as a computing machine or as one of the
control devices used, let us say, in space rocket, then in different
phases of its activity and when it is set to perform different problems
it is quite reasonable to say that it has different or relatively dif-
ferent personalities. With the modern machines which learn by experience,
as you can read in very interesting articles in the technical journal
of the IBM, such machines do develop a personality of play which can
change by experience. It is even possible to conceive problems of
multiple personality arising with such machines.

Many *ifanks for Skins me these estions. shall-be Back
in my usual office at MFT in some six 7 weeks dnd shadl he” delighted
to hear from you theré and to keep jm corresporidence with you.

Sincerely yours,

Prof. N. Wiener
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BIBLIOTECA MATEMATICA

VIA CARLO ALBERTO 10

INIVERSITA DI TORINO Torino(corso rrancia 19 bis) 24 12 1960

Prof.worbert Wiener
c.o. jstituto di risica teorica
nostra d'Oltremare.nwapoli

Dear Protessor Wiener,

I have the pleasure to write

; ndo you in the name of the 2 Group of Italian Seminers of

wathematics,Which includes the Institutes of mathematics

of milano,/orino,Genova and Pavia. I understand that you do à

not wish to have too many scientific engagements/However,
to

[ would like to ask you to give a lecture in some of the

Seminars of our group. I have been told by prof .Amerio thet

possibly you will give a lecture in the Seminar of mathematics

and Physics in milano: we Will be very grateful to you if

you will accept to give a talk in Lorino and Genova as well.

can we hope in an affirmative answer of yours ©

L thank you in adwvence.All my best re-ards.

Sincerely yours
7 —

4 Hand liner

(Prof.Alessandro Yerracini)

£

a
4 )



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF EARTH SCIENCES 27 December 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener

Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

If any reprints of your paper "Generalized Harmonic
Analysis, '" Acta Mathematica 55, 117-258 (1930) are still
available, would you be so kindas to send me one, or

better yet, two copies? The Institute of Geophysics of
the University of California is trying to build a library on
power spectra, and such a library is necessarily incom-
plete without this paper.

I have also written to Acta Mathematica for either

the appropriate number of that journal or permission to
make two photostats. If you are out of reprints and they
are out of back issues and unwilling to permit reproduction,
are there any other methods known to you for obtaining

copies of the article? Any suggestions would be very much
appreciated.

Thank vou for your attention in this matter.

Yours truly,

Åy

George Backus
Associate Professor
of Mathematics

„ 
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From: Soriana Lebed
353 Ft. Washington Ave
New York 33, N.Y.

December 28, 1960
New York 33, N.Y.

Doctor Norbert Wiener
Professor of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass

Dear Doctor Wiener:

[ am a freshman student at the University of Illinois, Champaign Urbana, Illinois.

One of my instructors suggested Cybernetics as a topic of a research paper I am

doing. I have read your book Human Use of Human Beings and would appreciate

any assistance or advice you might be kind enough to offer.

Enclosed please find a self-addressed stamped envelope.

Yours truly,

4 7 et

(Soriana Lebed)

Encl.



lELEPHONE; 34354

ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO BE

ADDRESSED TO

THE MEDICAL SUPERINTENDENT
The Laboratory,

St. Andrews fbospital, Hortbampton,
ENGLAND *

29th December, 1560.

Prof, Daniel MAZIA,

Department of Zoology,

University of California,

BERKELEY 4, Calif., U.S.A.

Copy to  Prof, Norbert WIENER,
Dept, of Mathematics,

M.I.T., CAMBRIDGE, Masse

Deer Dr, Mazia, ; =,

In amplification of my reply of 18th Novembær to your outline and

querry of 10th November : If I am Picturing your test-experiments set-up correctly,

the most probable of my "seven predictions" of 16th March to manifest in such circum-

stances, ( once you have gotten your impressed electro-magnetic field phasic at the

right frequency ), will be "No, 3". ~ That is to say, a time lag, outside the

normal range-of-variation, will develop between the appearance of the "left grand-
daughter” cell and the appearance of the "right grand-daughter" cell, in each of
the ripening ova. — This, because the daughter cell whose set of centrioles is

in-phase with your impressed field will tend to have the reduplication of its

elements accelerated, the other ( with centriole-set 180 degeees out-of-phase )

its reduplication retarded.
To test this prediction, and "No, 4", your PERIOD OF OBSERVATION

of the seaurchin eggs must, however, approximate to the normal 4-cell blastula

time-span.

With kind regards,

Yours sincerely,

PB. As an off-the-cuff corollary prediction } Your Hydrodynamics colleagues

at Berkeley ought, if my pulsating-centrioles principles be correct, to be able

fairly easily to arrangé a set of pulsating ( eg. gas-filled ) elastic spheres in

fluid medium, all within a plastic boundary membrane, in such a way as to produce

‘flagellar’ movements in ‘a cylindrical extension of the membrane into which extends

an oscillated ribbon-like attachment to each of the pulsators ; and so engineer a

sator-voverad 'flacellar! farm - €  nm å
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29/12/1960

Dr. S. Incarbone
Via Soperga 52
MILANO

Dear Dr. Incarbone,

I thank you for your kind letter of December 19 in
which you inform me of your recent work and of your wish to
have an appointment with me here in Italy. Unfortunately my
schedule, fF¥om how on, is very heavy and I shall also be absent
{rom Naples on conference tours from the 10th to the 20th of
January. My departure from Naples for the United States is
set around the last days of the same month.

As you can see, therefore, the only time open for
such a metting-is- between the 20th and the 27th of January.-
If you can arrange to come down to Naples during that week,
I shall be very happy to meet you and discuss with you those
problems concerning your field of interest.

Hoping to hear from you again.

S¥icerely yours.
peep Vw  2 Aka

Prof. N. Wiener

NW:amh



29/12/1960 .

Prof. Alessandro Terracini

Biblioteca Matematica
Via Carlo Alberto 10
TORINO

Dear ProfessurTerracini,

Many thanks for your courteous letter of invitation.
As you have already summazed I find it necessary to cut my en-.
gagements down as heavily as I can, and I shall not be able to
come to Torino, which I regret very much. I hope to visit To-
rino on another visit to Italy in a few years.

Yow mentioned a gppup of universities in the North -and
hoped that I would be able to visit one. I expect to be in
Genova between the 10th and the 20th of January. Professor Caia-
niello is making arrangements for me.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Prof. N. Wiener

NW:amh



December 29, 1960

Dear Professor and Mrs, Wiener,

Today I am spending my day at the office and am also forwarding
a lot of mail to you. I hope I have not sent you too much, but I
felt that you might want to take a look at some or rather most of
them,

How was your Christmas holiday? It must be a lot different to
spend it under sunny Italian skies instead of having a "white"
Thristmas.

We did have a little snow left on the ground, but I did not en-
joy too much of it on Christmas, for I spent it in bed with a very
bad tonsillitis. There is, as usual, a lof of "viri" going around,
and many people succumb to them.

Things here at MIT go their merry way--it is, by the way, snowing
now, and I shall try to bring things here to aa end very soon in order
to avoid getting stuck in the snow.-- Mail is under control at the
moment, and my next undertaking will be to find space for all the
books and journals which have found their temporary rest on your desk,
Professor Wiener, but that will take more time than the rest of this
afternoon. People everywhere are asking when you will return, and
Miss Sargent has told me that you plan to be back during the first
week of February. I am looking forward to seeing you both. You will
have a lot of interesting things to tell, and there will be a lot of
work to be done. I have contacted Miss Boyd and have heard that the
Brain Wave Chapter in the book is not going well. I was sorry to hear
that--you worked se hard on it. I am anxious to hear from Dr. Barlow
what has happened.

I am in the process of readjusting myself to my familiar surroundings
which is not as easy as it might seem to the innocent bystander. Once
again one has to get over the feeling of being homesick, but this; time
there is alsn the assurance of knowing how things ro at home.

During my last three weeks in Germany, I also had a letter from
Mr. Bromfield, who, in the case of my not working with you this spring,
offered me a job as secretary and receptionist. I was pleased that
he had thought of me, but also told him that I had already made arrange-
ments to work with you. It seems that once one had worked with Prof.
Wiener many doors open.

Hoping that this note will reach you in the best 
wishing vou a very happy new year,

+f health and

I remain as ever.



le 29 decembre 1960

Mlle C, de Chambost
Secretaire |

Zolloques Philosophiques
ie Royaumont
172- boul, Saint-Germain
Pari: Ae. France ;

Shere Mlle de Chagbost,

Je voudrai bien vous remercier pour la lettre d'invitation
que vous avez envoye a Monsieur Wiener --.a l'egard du prochain
solloque. philosophique de Royaumont, en juillét ou septembre 1961.

Malheureusement Monsieur le professeur-ne sera pas en Europe
  temps, et je le crois bien improbable qu'il lui sera possible
ie participer. :Toutefois, je vais expedier votre invitation a
Prof. Wiener qui est encore a Naples, Italie, en cas qu'il ait
de certains plans dont je n'ai pas connaissance.

…Veuillezagreer, chére Madéihe, l'assurance demes sentiments
les meilleurs.

Eva-Maria Ritter (Mme),
Secretaire



ACADEMIE INTERNATIONALE

DE PHILOSOPHIE DES SCIENCES

SECRETARIAT GENERAL

221, AVENUE DE TERVUEREN

BRUXELLES 18

BRUXELLES 15, LE $0. décembre 1960...
TÉLÉPHONE : 33.23.11

Professor A. WIENER
Institute of Technology
BOSTON Massachusseth

Mon cher Confrère.

Vous avez reçu dans le courant du mois

de novembre, un bulletin de vote concernant la candidatu-

re des trois mathématiciens: B. de Finetti, W. Sierpinski,

Fo. Severi, et des cinq logiciens: W. Ackermann, P.P.W.

Lorenzen, AS. Mostowski, W. Quine et T.A. Skolems

Jusqu'à présent, nous n'avons pas reçu

ce bulletin de vote en retour. Veuillez avoir l'obligean-

ce C3 v*“rifier les documents que nous vous avons envoyés

et de nous faire parvenir au plus tôt ce bulletin.

Veuillez agréer, mon cher Confrère, mes

meilleurs voeux pour l'année nouvelle et l'assurance de mes

sentiments bien dévouése.

TTY,
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Institute of Automation

22 Nagornaya St.

Kiev, December 30th 1960.

Dr. . Wiener

163 Via Manzoni

Naples, Italy.

Dear Dr. Wiener,

My colleagues and I thank you for your

kind letter, addressed to R.B. Popov, and hope

that you are enjoying your stay in Italy.

I have to apologize that I was unable

to meet you in Kiev during your visit here as 1

was obliged to leave for Moscow on the eve of

your arrival.

It was indeed an honour to have you as

a guest in our Institute and we all thank you for

your interesting lecture.

Taking this opportunity I would like to

wish you and Mrs, Wiener a very Happy New Year.

Sincerely yours,

Melnik


